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Nobel

Nobel season opens with medicine prize

US trio win for body rhythm work

Discovery

Wild boar wrecks havoc

Wild boar wrecked havoc on a long stretch of shoreline in northern Japan, upending a man in whose house they were being fed and breaking a car's windshield, police said.

A 15-year-old female boar was killed in the attack, which began about 1 a.m. Sunday in the town of Kamaishi, Iwate Prefecture. The attack was videoed by a security camera.

A man working to remove a car in the area was injured by the animal, which lived in the forest nearby. Police said it had been stirring up trouble in the area.

A local man responded to a phone call from the security company, checking on the animal with a golf club.

He was able to repel the boar, which had been attacked by a local man.

The attack caused some alarm in the area, with wildlife officials saying the boar had been active in the area for several days.
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